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TOMORROW’S POWER showcases three communities from Gaza, Colombia and Germany and
their responses to the environmental and economical crises they face.
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A feature length and 52 minute
television documentaries
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TOMORROW’S POWER: HOPE IN TIMES OF CRISIS follows stories of communities and movements intensely
challenging current power structures, leading to possibilities of a future with both social and climate justice.
The film takes YOU AROUND THE WORLD FROM war torn, oil-rich Colombia where people have been building a peace process from the bottom up to Germany, where activists are pushing the country to fully leave
behind the extraction of fossil fuels and complete it’s transition to renewable energy. And finally, the story of
EmpowerGAZA, in Gaza City where the problem of daily energy blackouts, borne out of the 11-year siege is
being tackled by health practitioners through solar power in order to provide essential care in hospitals.
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Amy Miller is an award winning media maker and social justice
organizer based in Montréal. Her documentaries include No Land
No Food No Life a hard-hitting film on the economy, agriculturalland grabs and the changes to farmers’ lives around the world and
The Carbon Rush, a global exposé on how carbon offset projects
impact local peoples. This film has expanded to include an online
interactive game as well as a photo-essay book published by Red
Deer Press (2014).

Byron A. Martin is an award-winning producer that develops
independent film, television and documentary projects. To
date he has produced almost 100 hours of television, filming
projects in fifteen countries. He has produced projects for
Disney, Sony, Universal, Turner and managed productions for
some of Hollywood’s leading producers.

